
Full 
 
The arched palm of azure holds sight and sound, spilling down, and again up from my 
eye, for we do pour the world as song, from the center, sung out and seen, spilled up into 
the arch of heaven is this day, and again, down into my eye twice rich and double woven, 
here, within her valley.  Time has granted me her heart, uncluttered and singing, she 
plucks with unseen hands, and fingers of wind, her comb shuffling the branches, stroked 
and shorn, sifted in stirred wind, plucked clean of the hold, now spun upward, as thick 
glass wind might hold the seconds, in light…twice rich…stirred thick, with the blood of 
Time.  Clear, sweet and pure is her pulse, a shorn leaf, slips, tugged upward upon her 
arched back of wind, and into loft––the last flight of ending, is again swept up into hope, 
dancing and torn…fluttering before weight, held in her capricious whim…dancing, 
slowly slipping beneath the arch… and down, as a feather of light rests upon a whisper, 
so slowly buoyed, then receding, drifting in thick glass wind, the kiss of last flight 
…settles, as stolen sun upon the earth…resting.  Her hand reaches into the carpet of 
shifting chips, and scoops the plume again aloft, shifting and tumbling…alive, billowing, 
plumed light and color but a sweeping curtain of new spirit, as wind.  Each 
second…stretching, to fill sight, poured thick and sweet from my eye, but tangled in 
warmth, and spilt back within…and so…we are full.  It is this…which we may treasure.    
 
Night 
 
The night holds her chill before a fading sun, and slowly unfurls her fingers of shadow, 
and brittle dark.  I will light us a fire.  Here, watch as the first bud of orange flame licks 
over the tinder, and finds succor, light spreading to fill the ink of evening, cradled tender 
and bright, in the palm of stone I have laid.  Into the center of sky, an orange tongue rises, 
sweet with smoke, the dome of stars, might inhale, this day, and remember, in silent chill, 
now warmed in a splash of light, set before you, and I.  For you are able, to see, the 
wonder sleeping and singing beneath the licking flame and know…what I know: within 
the heart of all things, is but thought, the sweet spirit of feeling, and our wish…for each 
other, and all.  Here…look into the flame, and above, and know, you…are worthy of this 
thing…in innocence.   
 
Be well.   
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